Tabular data on the Web has become a rich source of structured data that is useful for ordinary users to explore. Due to its potential, tables on the Web have recently attracted a number of studies with the goals of understanding the semantics of those Web tables and providing effective search and exploration mechanisms over them. An important part of table understanding and search is column concept determination, i.e., identifying the most appropriate concepts associated with the columns of the tables. The problem becomes especially challenging with the availability of increasingly rich knowledge bases that contain hundreds of millions of entities.
INTRODUCTION
The Web contains a vast amount of structured data in the form of tables. According to a recent Google study [6] , there are a total of 14 billion raw HTML tables and, among those, 150 million relational data tables, easily making them one of the richest structured data sources. As a result, tables on the Web have received significant interests from both industry [28, 37] and academia [19] , with the focus on understanding the semantics of the tables. More recently, those tabuPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Articles from this volume were invited to present their results at The 39th International Conference on Very Large Data Bases, August 26th -30th 2013, Riva del Garda, Trento, Italy. Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment, Vol. 6, No. 13 Copyright 2013 VLDB Endowment 2150-8097/13/13... 10 .00. lar data have begun to enrich users' search experience [13, 38] . For example, Google's Table Search * are helping users browsing and finding structured data through queries such as "asian country gdp."
To leverage Web tables for applications such as table search and data integration, a number of tasks must be performed on the tables to recover their semantics. Those tasks include, but are not limited to, annotating cell values (e.g., matching the cell's textual content to an entity in a knowledge base), discovering table subjects, and identifying table schema. None of those tasks are easy because of the heterogeneous nature of data on the Web. Underneath all those tasks, one of the core table understanding tasks is column concept determination, i.e., given a column of cells within a Web table, determining the most likely concept for the column, where a concept is a type (or class) within a given knowledge base. For example, a better understanding of the dominant concept(s) of a column can help constrain cell-level annotations for cells within the column, leading to better cell annotations.
Not surprisingly, due to its importance, column concept determination is studied by both [19] and [28] . In [19] , column concepts are discovered as part of a graphical model that is employed to collectively learn three things at the same time: column concepts, binary relationships between multiple columns, and class labels on cells. Intuitively, this approach achieves better quality, but is in general not very scalable due to the expensive learning model being employed. In [28] , column concepts are determined using a simpler majority-rule mechanism of selecting the concept(s) that the most cells in the column have been mapped to, but with a much larger knowledge base that is derived from the Web. There are several drawbacks of this approach. First, the majority-rule mechanism can lead to mistakes because of the presence of stop concepts, i.e., concepts such as "music" that can often be mapped to many textual contents indiscriminately. Second, only flat knowledge bases are considered, leaving the semantics of knowledge hierarchies underutilized. Third, only exact matching is used to map cell values to the knowledge base, and extending exact matching to approximate matching is a non-trivial task that is made more challenging by the ever increasing size of the available knowledge bases [1, 10, 26, 34] .
Similar to [28] , we focus on the same important instantiation of the column concept determination problem, i.e., identifying a column's top k concepts based on matching its content to a large knowledge base. However, instead of restricting the matching to be exact and the ranking of the concept to be majority-rule (which are what made the previous approach scalable), we aim to provide a solution that allows both fuzzy matching and ranking of the concepts based on more general similarity functions, without sacrificing scalability. This solution enables us to produce column concepts that are as good as those produced by [19] , but in a much more scalable fashion.
More specifically, we identify top k similar concepts from the knowledge base, where the similarity between a concept and a column is quantified based on the matching between the entities in the concept and the cell values of the column. Fuzzy matching is enabled between the cell values and knowledge entities, such that "George Bush" and "George W. Bush" can be matched. A more general set of similarity functions can be adopted to allow more flexible ranking of the candidate concepts than simple majority-rule. Both features are accomplished without compromising the scalability of the whole process.
Contributions: (1) We extend MapReduce-based similarityjoins to support scalable column concept determination. (2) We propose a knowledge concept aggregation based method which aggregates knowledge concepts into groups. Computations can then be shared for concepts in the same group. (3) We devise a knowledge entity partition based method which partitions entities into different partitions. For each column, only the necessary partitions are used to annotate the column while large numbers of unnecessary partitions are pruned. (4) We prove that both the problem of finding the optimal aggregation strategy and that of finding the optimal partition strategy are NP-hard. We utilize the knowledge hierarchy to heuristically generate high-quality groups and partitions. (5) Experimental results on realworld datasets show that our method achieves high annotation quantity and performance, and scales well.
Paper Structure: We formalize the problem in Section 2 and review related works in Section 3. A similarity-join based framework is discussed in Section 4. We propose an aggregation based method in Section 5 and a partition based method in Section 6. Experimental results are reported in Section 7. We conclude the paper in Section 8.
PRELIMINARIES

Problem Statement
Data Model: A knowledge base consists of many types (or concepts). In the paper we use the terms "concepts" and "types" interchangeably. Each type has a set of large numbers of entities (or instances). The knowledge base has a hierarchy and can be modelled as a Directed Acyclic Graph. Each node in the graph is a type or an entity. Each edge between two type nodes indicates the subtype relationship of the two types. Each edge between a type node and an entity node denotes the entity belongs to the type. For example, Figure 1 shows a partial knowledge base, where the leaf-level nodes are entities, e.g., "Forrest Gump", and intermediatelevel nodes are types, e.g., "/film" and "/film/drama". Type "/film/drama" is a subtype of "/film". "Forrest Gump" and "Catch Me If You Can" are entities of type "/film/drama".
We consider a table as consisting of a sequence of columns, each of which has a set of cell values. For example, Table 1  illustrates a Web table with 4 
columns.
Problem Formulation: Given a large set (tens or hundreds of millions) of tables from the Web, and a comprehensive knowledge base (with tens or hundreds of millions of entities), for each column of all the tables, efficiently identify top-k types from the knowledge base that can be used to describe the column based on a user provided similarity function. More specifically, a column C can be described by a type T if T shares significant similarity with C. Our goal is to identify top-k types with the highest similarities to label all the columns, with an emphasis on efficiency and scalability. In the paper we focus on using the cell content and extracting concepts from the content of the cells. For example, the second column of the table in Table 1 should be annotated with "/film", while the third column should be annotated with "/people/director".
To better describe a column, the identified types and the column should have large similarity. Based on this observation, we utilize similarity functions to quantify the similarity between a type and a column.
Similarity Functions
Given a column C and a type T, we define their similarity as the set similarity of C's cell-value set, denoted by VC, and T's entity set, denoted by ET. Existing set similarity can be broadly classified into two categories: exact matching similarity and fuzzy matching similarity.
Exact-matching Similarity Functions: They define the similarity based on the overlap of the two sets. We take the following well-known set similarity functions as examples.
Overlap Similarity: Sim(C, T) = |VC ∩ ET|.
where wt is the weight of a cell value or an entity.
Fuzzy-matching Similarity Functions: Exact matching similarity functions can be restricted as they cannot capture fuzzy matching between cell values and entities. However in many real-world applications, we need to accommodate fuzzy matching [7] . For example, many Web tables contain typing errors and an entity has different representations. Furthermore, some columns may match multiple types, e.g., movie and director. Thus we need to enable fuzzy matching between an entity and a cell value.
Before we introduce fuzzy-matching similarity functions, we first define some notations. Let eSim(v, e) denote the similarity between a cell value v and an entity e. We can use existing similarity functions to quantify their similarity, e.g., Jaccard, Cosine, and Edit Distance † . Given a type T and a column C, a set of cell value, entity pairs, denoted by M = {(vi, ej)|vi ∈ VC, ej ∈ ET}, is a matching if each vi and ej appears at most once in M. The maximum matching Mmax is the matching with the maximum value (v i ,e j )∈Mmax eSim(vi, ej). We can use existing algorithms [31] to compute the maximum matching. We use † The edit distance between two elements is the minimum number of edit operations (insertion, deletion, substitution) needed to transform one element to another. VC ∩ET to denote the maximum matching, called fuzzy overlap of T and C, and |VC ∩ET| to denote its value.
We can extend exact-matching functions by replacing VC∩ET with VC ∩ET to define fuzzy-matching functions. Next we take fuzzy Jaccard similarity as an example. 
Scalability Requirement:
Since there are hundreds of millions of columns and millions of entities, existing machine learning based methods [19, 28] are neither efficient nor scalable for such large datasets and it calls for scalable methods. To this end, we extend existing MapReduce-based similarity-join methods and develop effective techniques to support efficient and scalable column concept determination, while maintaining the annotation quality.
RELATED WORKS
MapReduce: We adopt the MapReduce framework to address the scalability challenge. MapReduce [8] is a dominant framework to support data-intensive parallel computation in shared-nothing clusters. In MapReduce, data is represented as key, value pairs and stored in a distributed file system (DFS) across different cluster nodes. MapReduce contains two core functions: Map and Reduce. The map phase loads and processes different partitions of the input data in parallel and outputs key, value pairs. The pairs are then hashpartitioned, sorted by the key, and sent across the cluster in a shuffle phase. The pairs that share the same key are merged in a sorted order and sent to the same reduce node, which then processes the pairs and writes new key, value pairs to files on the DFS. Knowledge Bases: DBPedia [3] and Freebase [5] are similar projects that extract information from Wikipedia to create an extensive structured knowledge base and supplement those data with knowledge that are collaboratively created by thousands of data-loving users. Freebase contained about 2 thousand types and 40 million entities. Probase [34] is a universal, probabilistic taxonomy which is harnessed from billions of Web pages using "isA" and "such as" patterns. Probase includes more than 2.7 million types and 22 million entities. Finally, Yago [26] is a large semantic knowledge base which is derived from Wikipedia and WordNet, and it contains 0.3 million types and 9 million entities. Annotating Web Tables: Google's WebTables project [6] is the first to start exploring table data on the Web, which has been followed up by a number of other studies [9, 19, 28, 37] . Google has since launched a Table Search project [38] at research.google.com/tables, where external users can explore the table data. Google has also started exploring stitching similar tables on the same page [20] to provide better utility from the table data. At the core of managing Web table data is the annotation problem, i.e., finding meanings for the cells and columns in the table. Existing studies used machine learning techniques to annotate tables [19] that are neither as scalable nor as efficient as the approaches we present in this paper. Other relevant studies (although those do not address the column concept identification problem) include: Yakout et. al. [37] studied how to augment entities with attribute values and discovering attributes using Web tables. Pimplikar et. al. [22] answered table queries based on column keywords. Quercini et. al. [23] utilized search engines to discover and annotate entities in Web tables. Hignette [15] annotated tables with ontology concepts based on relevance degrees. Wang et. al. [33] utilized interconnections of Probase to understand Web tables. Extracting Table Data into RDF Data: There are many studies on extracting table data into RDF data [12, 14] . Guo et. al. [12] used a schema mapping technique to extract and integrate data from tables into RDF. Han et. al. [14] studied how to translate spreadsheet data into RDF. Assem et. al. [27] studied how to annotate and covert quantitative data tables into RDF. Different from these methods, our work focuses on making fuzzy matching based annotation techniques more scalable and efficient. How to apply our technique to the annotation techniques proposed by those studies is a challenge that we intend to pursue in the future.
Similarity Join: There are many recent studies on similarity join, which, given two sets of objects, find all similar object pairs based on a given similarity function and a threshold [35, 24, 36, 11, 2, 29, 18, 30, 32] . Vernica et al. [29] and Metwally et al. [21] proposed a MapReduce framework to support similarity joins. However they required a similarity threshold and their techniques cannot be extended to support our ranking problem. Kim et al. [17] studied parallel algorithm for top-k similarity join with Euclidean distance constraint using MapReduce while we focus on finding top-k types for each column. These methods do not allow fuzzy matching between entities and cell values.
SIMILARITY-JOIN FRAMEWORK
In this section, we extend MapReduce-based similarity joins to support scalable column concept determination. We first take the overlap similarity as an example in Section 4.1 and then extend it to support other functions in Section 4.2.
Framework for Overlap Similarity
If we use a type to annotate a column, the type should share at least one common entity/cell value with the column. Thus for each column, we first find the types that share common entities with the column and then rank these types to return top-k types. To implement this idea in MapReduce, we introduce a two-stage similarity-join based framework. In the first stage, for each column, we identify the types which share at least one common entity/cell value with the column. In the second stage, we count the number of their shared entities/cell values and retrieve top k types with the largest similarity. Algorithm 1 illustrates the pseudo-code.
Stage 1: For each column, find the list of types that share at least one entity/cell value with the column.
It takes as input a sequence of columns (each column includes a set of cell values) from Web tables and a set of types (each type includes a set of entities) from a knowledge base. For each column C, it outputs key-value pairs vi, C where vi is any cell value of C. For each type T, it outputs key-value pairs ei, T where ei is any entity of T.
It takes as input a set of key-value pairs vi = ei, list(C/T) , where vi = ei is a cell value/an entity, and list(C/T) is a list of columns/types that contain the cell value/entity. The Reducer separates list(C/T) into a list of columns, denoted by list(C) and a list of types, denoted by list(T). (We use a flag to differentiate C/T to be a column or a type.) For each column C in list(C), it outputs a key-value pair C, list(T) . Combine: We can use Combine to do a local reduce. As it is not a focus of this paper, we will not discuss the details. It takes as input key-value pairs C, list(T) , where list(T) is a list of types that share an entity/cell value with C. It outputs the same key-value pairs as input.
It takes as input key-value pairs C, list(list(T)) , where list(list(T)) is a list of lists of types that share common entities/cell values with C. We use a hash based method to compute the overlap similarity of C and a type T in list(list(T)). We first initialize a hash table. Then for each type in list(list(T)),
Initialize a hash map H ;
if it is not in the hash table, we add it into the hash table and set the occurrence number as 1; otherwise we increase the number by 1. After scanning all types, the occurrence number of a type is exactly the overlap similarity of the type with the column. Based on the number, we rank the types and add the top-k types with the largest overlap similarity into topk(T). Finally it outputs key-value pairs C, topk(T) .
Example 1. Figure 2 shows four columns and four types. Figure 3 illustrates a running example that uses our framework to label each column. In the first stage, the Map step reads the column file and the type file. For each column (type), it outputs cell value, column ( entity, type ) pairs. For C1, it outputs six key-value pairs v1, C1 , . . . , v6, C1 . For T2, it outputs two key-value pairs e1, T2 , e2, T2 . In the Reduce step, it reads the key-value pairs grouped by the key(cell value or entity). Consider v1 = e1, {C1, C2, T1, T2} . T1, T2 share an entity e1 with C1, C2. It outputs C1, {T1, T2} and C2, {T1, T2} . In the second stage, the Map step outputs the same key-value pairs as the input. The Reduce step computes top-k types for each column by counting the occurrence number of each type in the key-value pair. Consider C1, {{T1, T2}, {T1, T2}, {T1, T3}, {T1, T3}} . T1 appears four times, and T2 and T3 appear twice. Thus the top-1 type for C1 is T1. Similarity the top-1 type for C2 (C3) is T2 (T3). We cannot label C4 as it does not share any entity with any type.
Extension to Other Functions
Exact-matching Similarity Functions: Different from the overlap similarity, besides |VC ∩ET|, other exact-matching functions, e.g., weighted Jaccard, also rely on |VC|, |ET|, and the weight of each entity/cell value. To support these functions, we add these parameters into the key-value pairs, and in the Reduce step of the second stage, we compute the similarity based on these parameters. Thus we can extend this framework to support other exact-matching functions.
Fuzzy-matching Similarity Functions:
To support fuzzymatching functions, we slightly modify the framework. For 
Group by key Figure 3 : Running example of our framework (v1 = e1, v2 = e2, v3 = e3, v4 = e4. v5 ∼ e5, v6 ∼ e6 (∼: similar)).
each cell value (or entity), we generate its signatures. A cell value and an entity is similar only if they share at least one common signature. There are many signature strategies, e.g., q-gram [11] and prefix signature [29] . We can use any of them in our method. Next we modify the basic framework to support fuzzy-matching functions based on the signatures. Stage 1: For each column, find the list of types that share at least one common signature with the column.
For each column C, for each cell value vi, it computes the signatures and for each signature sig, generates keyvalue pairs, sig, C, vi . For each type T, for each entity ej, it computes the signatures and for each signature sig, generates key-value pairs sig, T, ej .
It separates the list into the column list and the type list. For each column, for each type, if the column has a cell value that shares a common signature with an entity of the type, it adds the type into a type list list( T, vi, ej ). Finally it outputs key-value pairs C, list( T, vi, ej ) .
It outputs the same key-value pairs as the input.
For each column, it gets a list of lists of types. Then it computes the fuzzy-matching similarity using existing algorithms [31] . Based on the fuzzy-matching similarity, we rank the types and identify the top-k types with the largest fuzzy-matching similarity to annotate the column.
Example 2. Consider column C4 and type T4. Suppose the signatures of v5="Shark Night 3D" and e5="Shark Night" are sig 1 ="Shark". The signatures of v6="Da Vinci Code" and e6="The Da Vinci Code" are sig 2 ={"Vinci"}. In the Map step of the first stage, we generate pairs sig 1 , C4, v5 and sig 2 , C4, v6 for C4 and sig 1 , T4, v5 and sig 2 , T4, v6 for T4. In the Reduce step, we generate C4, T4, v5, e5 and C4, T4, v6, e6 . In the Reduce step of the second stage, we compute the fuzzy similarity. The top-1 type of C4 is T4. Thus the fuzzy matching functions can annotate C4 by tolerating inconsistencies between entities and cell values.
Observations
Optimization Goal: To improve the performance, our optimization goal is to reduce the number of key-value pairs. Although we can use the prefix-filtering technique [29] , it has the following problems. First, it depends on a given threshold and cannot support our top-k problem. Second, it involves other expensive overhead [29] , e.g., pre-defining a global order and selecting high-quality prefixes based on the global order. To address these problems, we propose effective pruning technique based on the following observations. Observation 1: We can aggregate the types into different groups. For each entity, to generate the key-value pairs, we use a group to replace the types in the group. Since each group contains multiple types, this method can reduce the number of key-value pairs. In addition, a group may be used by multiple entities, and we can share the computations for the types in the same group. We will discuss how to utilize groups to label columns in Section 5. Observation 2: We can partition the cell values into different partitions. For each column, we utilize the partitions to generate its key-value pairs. Since each partition contains multiple cell values, this method can reduce the number of key-value pairs. Moreover, if the cell values of a column fall into one partition, we can utilize the partition to directly annotate the column and prune other unnecessary partitions. We will discuss the details in Section 6.
In the following sections, we focus on improving the efficiency and scalability. For simplicity, we take overlap similarity as an example, and our techniques can be easily applied to other similarity functions.
KNOWLEDGE TYPE AGGREGATION
For each entity, we want to reduce the number of keyvalue pairs produced for the entity. Let L(e) denote the list of types that contain entity e. We aggregate types in L(e) and generate several disjoint groups G1(e), G2(e), . . ., G l (e). Instead of producing key-value pairs e, T for every type T ∈ L(e), we generate key-value pairs e, Gi(e) for every group Gi(e) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. That is we use group Gi(e) to replace (multiple) types in the group. Obviously this method can reduce the number of key-value pairs and can improve the performance. There are several research challenges in this type aggregation based method. The first one is how to utilize the groups to compute top-k types for each column. We formally introduce an aggregation framework to address this issue in Section 5.1. The second challenge is to quantify different aggregation strategies. We propose a cost based model to analyze the group quality in Section 5.2. The third one is to efficiently generate high-quality groups. We devise efficient algorithms to address this challenge in Section 5.3.
Aggregation Framework
Given a knowledge base, for each entity e, we aggregate the types in its inverted list L(e) and partition them into l disjoint groups G1(e), G2(e), . . ., G l (e)
Let GT = {G1, G2, . . ., Gg } denote the set of distinct groups for all entities. Let H G T denote a hash table from the distinct groups to lists of types, i.e., each group Gi is associated with a list of types contained in Gi, H G T (Gi). For example, consider the types and entities in Figure 2 .
The basic framework will generate 16 key-value pairs. Suppose we aggregate them into three groups, G1 = {T1, T2}, G2 = {T1, T3}, G3 = {T1, T4}. We generate 8 key-value pairs e1, G1 , e2, G1 , e3, G2 , e4, G2 , e5, G3 , e6, G3 , e7, G1 , and e8, G2 .
Suppose we can get the groups of each entity, i.e., e, {G1(e), G2(e),. . . , G l (e)}. We will discuss how to generate the highquality groups in Section 5.3. Next we discuss how to use the groups to compute top-k types of each column. We still employ a two-stage MapReduce framework. Algorithm 2 illustrates the pseudo-code.
Stage 1: For each column, find the list of types that share at least one entity/cell value with the column. Map: C, {v1, v2, . . .} → vi, C . e, {G1(e), . . . , G l (e)} → e, Gi(e) .
The input and output for the columns are the same as those of the basic framework. For the types, the input is a set of key-value pairs e, {G1(e), G2(e),. . . , G l (e)} . For each entity, it outputs key-value pairs e, Gi(e) for 1 ≤ i ≤ l.
Different from the basic framework, for each column, it outputs key-value pairs C, list(G) , where G is a group which has a type sharing a common entity with C.
Stage 2:
Compute top-k types of every column.
Similarly it outputs key-value pairs C, list(G) .
For each column C, it gets a list of lists of groups. We still use a hash based method to compute the overlap similarity of C and a type T ∈ G ∈ list(list(G)). We first initialize a hash table. Then for each group G in list(list(G)), we get the list of types in the group, i.e., H G T (G). For each type in H G T (G), we compute its occurrence number similar as the basic framework. Finally we identify top-k types with the largest overlap similarity and add them into topk(T). ReduceSetup: To get H G T in each reducer, we take H G T as the side data which is distributed to each node of the cluster.
The aggregation based method can correctly identify the top-k types for each column as formalized in Theorem 1. foreach entity e, {G1(e), G2(e), . . .} do output( e, Gi(e) ); Proof Sketch. The aggregation based method aggregates the types that contain an entity e (i.e., L(e)) into several disjoint groups G1(e), G2(e), . . ., G l (e). For each type T and column C, the basic method counts their overlap based on e ∈ T, T and c ∈ C, C . The aggregation method counts their overlap based on e, Gi(e) and c, C . As ∪ 1≤i≤l Gi(e) = L(e), and Gi(e) ∩ Gj(e) = φ for i = j, the two counted overlap numbers are the same. Thus the aggregation based method satisfies correctness.
Example 3. Consider three groups G1 = {T1, T2}, G2 = {T1, T3}, G3 = {T1, T4}. Figure 4 shows how to use the aggregation based method to label each column. In the Map step of the first stage, for each entity, we generate entity, group pairs. For e1, we generate one pair e1, G1 . The basic framework generates 16 key-value pairs for the knowledge base while the aggregation based method only generates 8 pairs. In the Reduce step, we find the groups of types that share common entities with columns. For C1, we get G1, G2, G3. In the Reduce step of the second stage, we utilize the side data H G T to compute overlap between each type and column. For example, consider C1, {{G1}, {G1}, {G2}, {G2}} . Based on G1 = {T1, T2}, G2 = {T1, T3}, we have the overlap of T1 with C1 is 4, and the overlap of T2 (T3) with column C1 is 2 (2). Thus the top-1 type of column C1 is T1.
Discussion: The aggregation method can reduce the number of key-value pairs for knowledge bases at the expense of distributing the side data. Notice that distributing side data is more efficient than sending key-value pairs. This is because MapReduce has large overhead to generate the pairs, e.g., communication between job tracker and task tracker. G1  G1   G2  G2   G2  G2   G1   G2  G2   G2  G2   G1   G1  G1   G1  G1   G1  G1   G2  G2 Use side data: G1={T1,T2}, G2={T1,T3} Groups: G1={T1,T2}, G2={T1,T3}, G3={T1,T4}. e5 G3 e6 G3 e7 G1 e8 G2 Figure 4 : Knowledge type aggregation based method. T1 T2   T1 T3  T1 T3   T1 T2   T1 T3   T1 T2  T1 T3 Get top-k types of C2 , C3 , and terminate them … … … … Partitions: P1={e1,e2,e7}, P2={e3,e4,e8}, P3={e5,e6}. The aggregation method includes two parts: (1) using the groups to generate the key-value pairs for each entity; and (2) distributing the groups H G T to each node of the cluster. Our optimal objective is to select a good aggregation strategy to achieve the highest performance by trading-off them. Here we show two extreme aggregation strategies. Case 1: For entity e, each type in L(e) is taken as a group. This strategy still produces large numbers of key-value pairs. However it does not need to distribute the side data. Case 2: For entity e, the whole list L(e) is taken as a group. This method produces only one key-value pair for the entity. Thus it can minimize the number of key-value pairs. However it generates large numbers of distinct groups and the side data is very large.
The two strategies cannot balance the number of key-value pairs and the size of side data. To address this issue, we propose a cost model to quantify an aggregation strategy and utilize the cost model to select high-quality groups.
Aggregation Cost Model
The basic framework generates e, T key-value pairs. The aggregation based method reduces the number of key-value pairs by aggregating e, T pairs on types as follows. For each entity e, it generates a set of distinct groups, G1(e), G2(e), . . ., G l (e). Let G1, G2, · · · , G |G| denote the union of groups of all entities. Let Ei denote the set of entities whose groups include Gi. That is Ei = {e|∃j, Gi = Gj(e)}. The aggregation based method distributes groups G1, G2, · · · , G |G| as the side data. For each entity e ∈ Ei, it generates key-value pairs e, Gi . Suppose the cost of processing a key-value pair in MapReduce is α and the cost of distributing a group Gi in the side data is β|Gi| where |Gi| is the number of types in Gi. Thus the total cost of the aggregation based method is
and the total cost of the basic framework is
To select the optimal aggregation strategy for achieving the highest performance, we need to minimize Equation 1. It is unlike to find the optimal aggregation strategy in polynomial time, as shown in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2. The problem of finding the optimal aggregation strategy is NP-hard.
Proof. We can prove the Theorem by a reduction from the 3-CNF-SAT problem. Due to space constraints, we omit the proof and interested readers refer to the full paper ‡ for more details.
‡ http://dbgroup.cs.tsinghua.edu.cn/ligl/ccd.pdf Given Side-Data Budget: Usually each node has a memory budget B for the side data. Our goal is to fully utilize the budge B to accommodate aggregated groups so as to maximize the performance.
Aggregation Algorithms
Since the problem of finding the optimal aggregation strategy is NP-hard, we need to devise approximation algorithms. Consider any group Gi. Based on Equations 1 and 2, the aggregation based method can reduce the cost by α|Ei| × |Gi| − (α|Ei| + β|Gi|).
Based on this observation, we devise a greedy algorithm. For each entity e, we enumerate all possible groups on L(e).
(Since the number of types that contain an entity is small, the number of possible groups is not large.) We union all possible groups for all entities and generate a possible group set. Then we enumerate each possible group Gi in the set and select the group with the largest benefit α|Ei| × |Gi| − (α|Ei| + β|Gi|). Then we remove the group and repeat the above step until the selected groups cover all entity-type pairs. If given a space budget B, we terminate generating groups if the size of aggregated groups is larger than B.
However there may be large numbers of possible groups, and it is expensive to enumerate all of them. To alleviate this problem, we utilize the knowledge structure to generate the groups as follows. We first pick a type T with no subtype. Let Gi denote the set of types that have a directed path to T (including itself). Obviously any type in Gi will take T as its subtype or has a descendant which takes T as a subtype. Let E denote the entity set of T. We take Gi as a group. Then we remove the type T from the knowledge base and remove the entities in E from the entity sets of types in Gi. We repeat the above steps until there is no type left (or the size of aggregated types is larger than the budget). Iteratively we can generate all groups. Notice that we need to build keyvalue pairs e, {G1(e), G2(e), . . . , G l (e)} for the MapReduce input file and pairs Gi, H G T (Gi) for the side data. We only need to slightly change our algorithm. For each pair E, Gi , we generate pair Gi, H G T (Gi) . For each entity e in E, if there exists a pair with key e, we add Gi into its value; otherwise we generate a new pair e, Gi . Iteratively we can construct the two files (MapReduce input and side data).
For example, consider the four types in Figure 2 . Types T2, T3, T4 are subtypes of type T1. Thus we can aggregate T2 with T1 and generate a group {T1, T2} which will be inserted into the side data H G T . As T2 contains {e1, e2, e7}, entities e1, e2, e7 will use the group {T1, T2} and we will add the group into the MapReduce file.
Notice that our techniques do not dependent on type hierarchies, i.e., our methods still work if there is no type hierar-chy. On the other hand, we utilize type hierarchies heavily to improve the performance and scalability. We can easily extract hierarchies from YAGO and Freebase. For example, we can use the included types § associated with each Freebase type to construct a rich type hierarchy from Freebase. We can also identify the subtype relationships by comparing the entity sets of different types. (For example, if the entity set of a type contains that of another type, the latter type will be a subtype of the former one.)
KNOWLEDGE ENTITY PARTITION
If we can send similar column, type pairs into the same reducer and dissimilar column, type pairs into different reducers, we can significantly improve the performance since we can prune large numbers of dissimilar column, type pairs. To this end, we propose a partition based method. We partition cell values of all columns into p partitions P1, P2, . . . , Pp. If all the cell values in a column fall in the same partition, e.g., Pi, we only use this partition to annotate the column and prune other unnecessary partitions. This method not only prunes many unnecessary partitions, but also reduces the number of key-value pairs since Pi may contain multiple cell values.
There are several research challenges. The first one is how to utilize the partitions to annotate each column. We will discuss a partition framework in Section 6.1. The second challenge is how to effectively partition the cell values. We study how to select a good partition strategy in Section 6.2. The third challenge is how to efficiently identify the corresponding partitions for each column and type, and we propose a bloom-filter based method in Section 6.3.
Partition Framework
Let V denote the set of distinct cell values in all columns. We partition V into p partitions P1, P2, . . . , Pp such that (1) Pi is a subset of V, (2)∪ 1≤i≤p Pi = V, and (3) Pi ∩ Pj = φ. We discuss partition algorithms in Section 6.2. Here we use partitions to label columns. We employ a two stage MapReduce framework and Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo-code. We take the basic framework as an example and our techniques can be easily integrated into the aggregation based method.
For each column C, it identifies the partitions that contain cell values in the column. Since there are large numbers of cell values that cannot be loaded into memory, it is not straightforward to identify the partitions and we will discuss efficient techniques in Section 6.3. Suppose we get k partitions P1, P2, . . . , P k . Notice that if a cell value in Pi is not an entity in the knowledge base, we do not need to distribute the cell value. In other words, we only distribute the cell values in C that also appear in knowledge types. For simplicity, we use V T C to denote the set of such cell values. Thus we generate the following key-value pairs // the second stage is the same as that of the basic framework step, we can use this partition to directly label the column, because all of types that share entities with the column must fall in this partition. Similarly, for each type T, it identifies the partitions that contain entities in the type. Suppose we get j partitions P1, P2, . . . , Pj. We generate the following key-value pairs
for 1 ≤ i ≤ j, where ET is the entity set of type T. Reduce: Pi, list(C/T) → C, list(T) .
For each partition, we get a list of columns and types. We first extract the list of columns and the list of types. Then for each column C, we scan the type list and for each type T, we compute (Pi ∩ V T C ) ∩ (Pi ∩ ET), which is the overlap similarity of C and T in the partition. Let τ denote the k-th largest overlap similarly among all types with column C. Since column C contains at most other cnt entities besides the partition, each type T at most includes other cnt cell values of C. Thus we can prune the types with the overlap smaller than τ −cnt. In other words, we generate a list of types, list(T), where each type has no smaller than τ −cnt overlap with the column, and output key-value pairs C, list(T) . Especially, if cnt = 0, column C contains no other cell value and all types having overlap with C are also in this partition, thus we can directly use the partition in this reducer to label the column and do not need to output the pair. Stage 2: Compute top-k types of every column. It is the same as that of the basic framework.
Example 4. Suppose we partition the entities into three partitions P1 = {e1, e2, e7}, P2 = {e3, e4, e8}, P3 = {e5, e6}. Figure 5 illustrates a running example of using the partitionbased method to label the columns. In the Map step of the first stage, it generates partition, entity and partition, column pairs. For T1, it generates three pairs P1, T1 , P2, T1 , P3, T1 . The basic framework generates 16 pairs for the knowledge base while the partition based method only generates 6 pairs. For column C2, it generates one pair P1, C2 . As all cell values fall in partition P1, we can use this partition to label the column in the Reduce step. Similarly all cell values in C3 fall in partition P2. The basic framework generates 16 pairs for the columns while the partition method only generates 4 pairs (v5, v6, v7, v8 do not appear in the knowledge base). In the Reduce step, in the reducer of P1, we can directly label C2 and do not need to output the key-value pairs since all types having overlap with C2 are also in this partition. Similarly we can directly label C3 and early terminate the two columns.
The partition based method is orthogonal to the aggregation based method and two methods can be used simultaneously.
Partition Algorithm
Since different partition strategies will affect the pruning power (whether we can prune unnecessary partitions) and the number of key-value pairs, it is very important to select a high-quality partition strategy. To address this issue, we first study how to evaluate a partition strategy.
To evaluate a partition strategy, we model the columns as a graph and transform the graph partition problem to our partition problem as follows. For ease of presentation, we first assume each column has at most two cell values. In the graph, the vertices are cell values. There is an edge between two vertices if there is a column which contains the cell values of the two vertices. The edge weight is the number of columns that contain the two cell values. If we want to partition the cell values into p partitions, we aim to partition the graph into p subgraphs. Notice that in a graph partition strategy, if we cut an edge with weight w, w columns w.r.t. the edge will be affected. Thus cutting an edge with weight w will increase w key-value pairs. It also reduces the probability to use a single partition to label a column. Thus we want to find a partition with minimum cut weight, i.e., the sum of the weights of cut edges. Therefore, our finding optimal partition strategy problem is NP-Hard proved by a reduction from the graph partition problem.
We extend this method to support the case that each column can have more than two cell values. The only difference is that the weight of cutting an edge is dependent on those edges that have been cut. We also utilize the graph partition method to evaluate a partition strategy. However Web tables are not given and we cannot partition the cell values off-line. To address this issue, we use entities in the knowledge base to facilitate the partition. The main reason is that if a cell value does not appear in the knowledge base, we cannot utilize it to do annotation. Thus we can utilize entities to construct the graph. In addition, given an edge of two entities, we cannot get its weight, i.e., the real number of columns that contain the two entities. Alternatively, we use the number of types that contain the two entities to approximate the edge weight. Thus we can build a graph based on the knowledge base. We extend existing graph-partitioning algorithms (e.g., [16] ) to partition the weighted graph, with the goal of (1) minimizing the weight of cut edges and (2) making each partition have the same weight. Figure 6 shows the graph constructed from the knowledge base in Figure 2 . Each vertex represents a distinct entity. The weight of an edge is the number of types that contain the two entities on the edge. The weight of edges between two dotted ellipses denotes the weights of all the edges between vertices in the two ellipses. If p = 3, the three partitions should be P1 = {e1, e2, e7}, P2 = {e3, e4, e8}, P3 = {e5, e6}. Figure 6 : Partitioning entities.
Partition Identification
In this section, we discuss how to identify partitions for each type and column. For each type, during the graph partitioning phase, we keep the partitions for each type and generate the key-value pair T, {P1, P2, . . .} . Thus in the Map step of the first stage, we directly load the pairs to generate the key-value pairs Pi, T .
Since each column is not given, we need to online identify the partitions that contain a cell value in the column. A straightforward method is to use a hash based method. However the number of entities is rather large, and we cannot load the hash table into memory. To address this issue, we use a bloom filter based method. The bloom filter [4] is a probabilistic method to efficiently check whether an element is in a set using multiple hash functions.
For each partition, we use a bloom filter to represent the entities in the partition. To identify the partitions of each column, for each cell value, we enumerate the p partitions. For each partition, we check whether the cell value is in the partition. If the cell value is not in the partition based on the bloom filter, we can ignore the partition; otherwise the partition is added into the partition list of the column, with a false-positive probability. Iteratively we can identify all the partitions. The false positives introduced by the bloom filter will not affect the correctness as stated in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. The partition based method satisfies correctness -it can correctly find top-k types for each column.
Proof Sketch. The partition based method partitions the types into P1, P2, . . . , Pp. If a cell value is the same as an entity, they must be in a same partition. Thus if a type T and a column C share a common entity/cell value, they must share a common partition. Although the bloom filter may involve false positives, we compute their overlap based on (Pi ∩ V T C ) ∩ (Pi ∩ ET). If a cell value is a false positive of partition Pi, it will not be in Pi ∩ ET. Thus the partition based method satisfies correctness.
However this method needs to enumerate p bloom filters of every partition and for each partition, it has to compute t hash values using the t hash functions, which is expensive. To alleviate this problem, we utilize a bloom filter hierarchy [25] to improve the performance. We build a binary tree structure where each leaf node is a bloom filter. The parent of two leaf nodes is the bloom filter build upon entities in the two partitions. Obviously the root is the bloom filter for all entities. Then given a cell value, we identify the partitions in an up-down manner from the root. If the cell value is not in the root bloom filter, we terminate; otherwise we check its two children. Iteratively, we can identify all partitions. This method only needs to enumerate log 2 p bloom filters.
EXPERIMENTS
The goals of our experiments are to (1) evaluate the effectiveness of our column concept identification approach that utilizes knowledge bases fuzzily to label Web tables; and (2) validate the performance and scalability of our methods. Table 2 summarizes our datasets. For Web tables, we used (1) WWT ¶ , whose tables were manually extracted from Wikipedia and annotated with ground-true entities and types, and (2) WEX , whose tables were extracted from Wikipedia by a Freebase Wikipedia Extraction project. For knowledge bases, we used (1) Freebase * * , a collaboratively created knowledge based that is manually built by data-loving users, and (2) Yago † † , a large semantic knowledge base which is derived from Wikipedia, WordNet and GeoNames. Both knowledge bases are publicly well-known. Settings: We implemented our algorithms in Hadoop. All experiments except scaleup ones were run on a 20-node Dell cluster, each with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5420 2.5GHZ processors with eight cores, 16GB RAM, and 1TB disk. Thus the cluster consists of 160 cores, 320GB memory and 20TB disk. Each node is installed with 64-bit Ubuntu Server 10.04, Java 1.6, and Hadoop 1.0.3. We set B as 1GB. α and β can be set by evaluating the cost of distributing key-value pairs and side data based on experimental evaluation. In our experiments, we set β as 1 and α as the ratio of the number of entities to the number of distinct entities. Due to space constraints, in the experiments we only showed the results on the overlap similarity, Jaccard similarity, Fuzzy Jaccard similarity. We obtained similar results for other similarity functions, e.g., Cosine and Dice.
Datasets:
Annotation Quality
In this section, we evaluate the annotation quality of our similarity-join based framework. We compared with the machine learning based method [19] , GraphicalModel. We used the well-known metrics, precision, recall, and F-measure, to evaluate the annotation quality. Let cno denote the number of columns that have been manually annotated with ground truth, ano denote the number of annotated columns of an algorithm, and at denote the number of truly annotated columns (If the ground truth of a column is in the top-k types annotated by an algorithm, the column is taken as truly annotated.). The precision is p = at ano , the recall is r = at cno , and the F-measure is 2·p·r p+r . We first compared the quantity by varying k on the WWT and Freebase datasets. Figure 7 shows the result quality. We have the following observations. First, our similarity join based method, especially using Jaccard similarity and fuzzy Jaccard similarity, nearly achieved the same quality as ¶ http://www.it.iitb.ac.in/~sunita/wwt/ http://wiki.freebase.com/wiki/WEX * * http://www.freebase.com † † http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/yago-naga/yago/ the machine learning based method GraphicalModel. Second, for precision, our method using fuzzy Jaccard similarity outperformed GraphicalModel. This is because for each column, GraphicalModel will identify top-k types which may be wrongly annotated while our method will not annotate the columns if it cannot find relevant types. In terms of recall, GraphicalModel outperformed our similarity join based method since it can always identify top-k types for each column. Third, our method using fuzzy Jaccard similarity was better than that using Jaccard similarity, which in turn outperformed that using the overlap similarity. The is because fuzzy Jaccard similarity can tolerate inconsistences between cell values and entities, and Jaccard similarity utilized the type and column sizes to annotate a column which can remove the stop types, e.g., music. For example, fuzzy Jaccard similarity outperformed Jaccard similarity about 5%, which was better than overlap similarity about 5%. Fourth, a larger k will increase the annotation quality, because it returned more types to annotate a column.
We then evaluated the quality on different datasets by fixing k = 3. Figure 8 shows the results. We have the following observations. First, on different Web tables and knowledge bases, our similarity join based method still achieved the same high quality as GraphicalModel. Second, the annotation quality using Yago is better than that using Freebase, because Yago contains larger numbers of types than Freebase.
Performance and Scalability
To evaluate the performance of our algorithms on large datasets, we increased WEX by 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 times as follows. Suppose we want to increase a dataset by n times. 
Running Time
We compare the annotation performance of our four methods: the basic similarity-join framework (Basic), the knowledge type aggregation based method (Aggregation), the knowledge entity partition based method (Partition), and the hybrid method which uses these two optimization techniques (Hybrid). Notice that GraphicalModel is rather inefficient. For example, it took an hour to annotate 100 tables using Freebase. Thus we did not compare with it in terms of running time. We compared the performance by varying the dataset sizes. Since overlap similarity and Jaccard similarity nearly achieved the same performance, we only used the Jaccard and fuzzy Jaccard similarity. We used WEX and Freebase datasets and set k = 3. Figure 9 shows the results. In this figure, for each algorithm, the bottom bar denotes the time of the first stage in the algorithm and the top bar denotes the time of the second stage.
We can see that the Hybrid method achieved the highest performance and the Basic method got the worst performance. The knowledge type aggregation based method improved the performance as it can reduce the number of keyvalues pairs by aggregating the types. The knowledge entity partition based method also improved the performance, because it cannot only prune large numbers of unnecessary partitions but also reduce the number of key-value pairs. For example, on WEX ×25 dataset, Basic took about 9 minutes, Aggregation improved the time to 5 minutes, and Partition took about 4 minutes. Hybrid further improved the time to 3.5 minutes. The experimental results show the superiority of our proposed techniques which can significantly improve the performance.
Speedup
We evaluated our algorithms by fixing the datasset size and varying the number of nodes in the cluster. We used WEX ×10 and Freebase datasets. Figure 10 shows the running time by varying the number of nodes from 4 to 20. We can see that with the increase of the number of nodes, the performance of our method improved. For instance, using Jaccard similarity, Hybrid took 4.5 minutes on 4 nodes and improved the time to less than 2 minutes for 20 nodes.
We also evaluated the speedup of our algorithms, i.e., the ratio of the performance improvement compared with that of the minimum number of nodes. For example, for 20 nodes, the speedup is the ratio between the running time on the 4 nodes and that on 20 nodes. We also plot the ideal speedup curve. For example, if the nodes are doubled, the ideal speedup should be 2. Figure 11 shows the results. We can see that our methods achieved good speedup. 
Scaleup
To evaluate the scaleup of our methods, we increased both the dataset sizes and the number of nodes in the cluster. We used our best algorithm, Hybrid, which used both knowledge type aggregation and entity partition techniques. We also added the ideal scaleup curve which should be a constant. Figures 12 and 13 show the running time on the Freebase and Yago datasets respectively, with increasing the number of nodes from 4 to 20 and dataset sizes from 5 to 25. We can see that our method scaled up very well for both Jaccard similarity and fuzzy Jaccard similarity, and nearly reached the ideal scaleup. This is attributed to our partition based method which can prune unnecessary partitions and reduce the number of key-value pairs. 
CONCLUSION
We studied the column concept determination problem for Web tables using knowledge bases. We enabled fuzzy matching between the cell content and knowledge entities. We proposed a knowledge type aggregation based method which aggregated the types into groups and shared the groups for different entities to reduce the number of key-value pairs. We proved that the problem of finding the optimal aggregation strategy is NP-hard. We utilized the knowledge hierarchy to effectively aggregate types. We proposed a knowledge entity partition based method which partitioned the entities into different partitions. For each column, we identified its partitions and used the types falling in these partitions to annotate the column. We proposed a graph partition based algorithm to generate high-quality partitions. Experimental results on real datasets show that our algorithm achieved high annotation quality and performance and scaled well.
